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Estephagraph
Cutter Profile
Development Device

The device is a scientifically-
designed package kit into which
has been condensed the conventional
cutter projection scales and setting
templates hitherto made, as
required, by the more enlightened
machine setters. lt provides a
simple but extremely accurate
method of draft projection of a
mould profile on to a Development
Board to give the true cutter shape
requíred. The Board, on which the
cutter profile has been drafted,
serves as a cutter grinding template,
also, subsequently, as a cutter
setting gauge used either'in situ'
on the parent machine or on a
cutter sett¡ng stand.

Estephagraph, Model MO, with moulder
bottom profile board in position.
Moulder top profile and vertical
cutteúlock boards are adjacent to the
mould section for which the reguired
cutter profiles have been developed
by draft projection.

Main features
1 Reduces machine "down-time" to a minimum and thereby inueases

produ ction and effìciency.

2 Enables operatoß to obtain accurate rcsults'fitst time'.

3 Wide range of boards available for use on ,"riou, machines.

4 Boards are suitable for setting cutteß on parcnt machine ot setting stand.

5 Each board readity identifiable and clearly marked with adze line, etc.

6 Prominent pattern on both Gauge and Board to facilìtate speedy draft
projection.
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The device comprises:-
(a) A Gauge, finely divided by lines into

rectangles, on which the required mould
outline is superimposed, the latter hav¡ng
first been traced or copied on to the
re-usable plastic sketching sheet provided.
Alongside the Gauge is a Slide. This is set
according to the dimensions of the
cutterblock for which the developed cutter
is required, and indicates the section of
Gauge to be used.

(b) A Mould Cutter Development Board
(eventually to become the grinding and
sett¡ng template) finely divided by lines
into squares. On this the true outline of
the cutter profile can be plotted by draft
projection of the corresponding intersection
points (from the Gauge to lhe Board), and
finally joining these points together.

The Gauge, Slide and Boards are made
from high quality, densified board backed
by white plastic. The printed graph
divisions are permanently bonded in
position and protected by a plastic overlay.
Sharp, legible lines can be drawn on the
latter and, after use, they can be removed
completely by using a green eraser.

The Gauge and Slide are f¡tted to the
reversible lid of a polished hardwood box
measuring 14 in. x 12 in. x 2 j in. (356 mm
x 305 mm x 57 mm). ln addition 1o forming
a work-table, the box also provides su¡table
storage space for the loose Boards,
Sketching Sheet, etc.

The relative spacings of the Gauge and
Board lines compensate for the difference
in profiles between the mould and its
cutter. Varying degrees of cutter elon-
gation (as required for various sizes of
cutterblock) are attained by using different
sect¡ons of the Gauge, as ¡ndicated after
sett¡ng the Slide. The Gauge and Board
dividing lines are in three d¡st¡nct strengths.
thus giving them a prominent pattern for
ease of draft projection and quick check¡ng.
They are printed blue to contrast strongly
with the pencilled outlines and to leave
the latter clearly distinguishable.

Two models are available. Model MO
caters for any normal straight-cut blocks
of between 4 in. and 8 in. (100 mm and
200 mm) minimum cutt¡ng circle, and is
intended for use in conjunction with four-
sided moulders only. Model GP caters for
cutterblocks of between 3 in. and 9 in.
(80 mm and 22O mm) minimum cutting
circle and can be used in conjunction
with most types of woodworking machines
having straight-cut blocks.

Boards can be provided for four-sided
moulders, planers. spindle moulders and
scribe blocks of single and double-ended

tenoners. Any board can be used in
conjunction with most sizes of cutterblock-
simply by altering the Slide setting-but
preferably a board is notched out for use
with one particular cutterblock only. Thus
each machine requires its own "fitted" set
of Boards-but these are inexpensive.
Boards are graduated for a maximum
depth of cut of 3å in. (90 mm) approxi-
mately. w¡dth-on-cut varies according to
the machine and up to a maximum of 7 in.
(170 mm).

TOP: Setting a cutter
on a moulder top
profile cutterblock.

CENTRE: (Line
Diagram) Draft
projection of a mould
cutter for use on a
spindle moulder
circular cutteúlock.
Model GP illustrated.

CENTRE RIGHT:
Setting the cutter
'in situ'.

LOWER LEFT: An
Estephagrcph with
the lid reversed and
Boards, etc. packed
away.
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Telephone: Rochdale 47811 (10 lines) STD 0706 Telegrams: Robinson, Rochdale.

London Office: Africa House. Kinsgway WC 2B 6AH Telephone: 01 -405 0253/4

The device consists of a pair of left and
r¡ght-hand lightweight brackets which
clamp magnetically to square cutterblocks
and hold in the¡r correct positions Pro-Set
or Estephagraph cutter setting boards, thus
leaving the operator free 1o adjust and
tighten the cutters. The brackets are
suitable for a wide range of lipped and
unlipped blocks, and they can be used
interchangeably between any number of
cutterblocks on various machines such as
moulders, spindle moulders and tenoners
(scribe heads). Each cutterblock rreeds its
own 'fitted' board, which is positioned by
small bushes locating in corresponding
holes in the appropriate bracket. Right-hand
bracket illustrated on moulder side head.

lllustrat¡ons are not b¡nding as to detail but may be
hken as convey¡ng a generally correct teprcsentat¡on
of our devices, Measurcments are stated as coftectly'
as possible, but arc not guarcnteed

Magnet¡c Board
Holding Device
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Leaflet No. 357 25C 1 0/70 Pr¡nted in England
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